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This weekend at a Manhattan nightclub Jay-Z picked up a tab for $110,000.  When 
Beyonce found out, he had a hundred problems. 

A company created a fidget spinner that's under a quarter of an inch long. After 
attempting to use it, Trump threw it aside complaining "it's still too big.”  

Stormy Daniels will disclose the details of her relationship with Donald Trump. Yes, 
she’ll reveal all in the upcoming adult-film The Art of the Squeal. 

It’s so cold in New York City the Wall Street Bull and Defiant Girl were spotted sharing a 
barrel fire.  

Las Vegas airport has installed marijuana amnesty boxes for passengers to throw out 
their marijuana before going through TSA.  All collected cannabis is incinerated by  
Volunteer Deputy Snoop Lion. 

Trump imposed steep tariffs on imported construction materials citing concerns of 
Wakanda flooding the market with vibranium. 

Michelle Obama’s memoir entitled “Becoming” will be released on November 13. 
Melania announced she will release her memoir as soon as her assistant transcribes 
Michelle’s. 
But, unlike Michelle’s memoir, Melania’s will include a centerfold. 

A witness to Trump meeting Karen McDougall said “wow he was all over you, I think you 
could be his next wife.” What’s more, I hear Melania is now offering to plan the wedding. 

The U.S. men’s curling team surprised the world by winning gold. What’s not surprising, 
they also won the chug a lug. 
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Super model, philanthropist, Heidi Klum said she is "very single and very ready to 
mingle.”  My wife thinks she’s so terrific she said I should ask her out. 

Heidi Klum says she is "very single and very ready to mingle.” Her pickup line... 
"I'm Heidi Klum, now breath into this paper bag." 
[ALTERNATE: “Is it hot in here or do you always sweat profusely?”} 

Heidi Klum said she is "very single and very ready to mingle.” On hearing the news 
every guy from the class of '99 got a retroactive boner. 

The problem with dating Heidi Klum. Standing next to her, even Chris Hemsworth looks 
like Thanos. 

A man was arrested at Newark Airport. When he realized he boarded the wrong plane, 
he opened the emergency exit, popped the inflatable chute and slid down to the tarmac.   
In his defense the plane was headed to Florida. 

Paul Mannafort was indicted on 32 more counts of tax evasion and bank fraud. 
One more and he gets a free oil change! 
By the time he gets out of jail, Dr. Zaius will be president. 

A two mile length of the border wall is under construction in California. At 30 feet high, 
it’ll stop people from entering the United States unless they can figure out how to walk 
around it. 

E-harmony can no longer use the phrase “scientifically proven matching system” in its 
promotions.  Their new slogan, meet someone who’ll steal your heart AND credit history.   
[ALTERNATE: You’re guaranteed to score more often than the Giants.] 

The Florida Legislature passed a bill to arm teachers.  So, the idea is to have 
underpaid, overworked teachers armed when they step into a room full of bratty kids on 
a Monday?   Did they budget for hostage negotiators? 

A self-proclaimed Ukranian sex coach, in prison in Bangkok, claims to have evidence of 
Russian meddling in the U.S. election which she’ll trade for amnesty.  Raising the 
question, what could a sex worker possibly do that would get her arrested in Bangkok? 

Trump said he thinks trade wars are good and easy to win. Why do I feel like D.C. is 
about to get renamed New Beijing? 

Tonight a long line of limousines will carry every celebrity in Hollywood to Ryan 
Seacrest’s Funeral.  I mean the Oscars. 
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Las Vegas is taking bets on tonight’s Oscar winners and whether Seacrest gets 
knocked-out.  

Kentucky Fried Chicken franchises across England are in the middle of a massive gravy 
shortage largely due to the hoarding of fat drippings by this guy.  

Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurants in England are in the middle of a massive gravy 
shortage. The scarcity of needed chicken fat is largely due to the cross-fit chicken 
craze.  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3EniW8f8KM) 

In the California race for Senate, Dianne Feinstein is well behind Democratic challenger 
Kevin De Leon due to his pro pot platform.  His campaign song, Hits from a Bong. 
He’s planning to change the state motto from eureka to puff, puff, pass. 
I was surprised to hear that marijuana users vote, but the do. It just takes them a really 
long time. [ACT OUT: “hmm… de leon, de leon, de leon… that’s fun to say. (punches 
ballot) Whoa!”] 

NRA spokeswoman Dana Loesch once pitched a sitcom about herself where she would 
play the hot mom. The title… The Rifleman’s Mom Has Got it Going On. 

Several high school students were charged with disseminating sexually explicit images 
in Connecticut.  Which in Connecticut means anything racier than this... 
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Several high school students were charged with disseminating sexually explicit and 
inappropriate images.  Apparently they were texting with Missouri Governor Eric 
Geitens. 

Jay-Z paid $8 million dollars for a Maybach Exelero.  A million for the car, 7 million for a 
Manhattan parking space. 

The Cast of Real Housewives of New York took a pleasure cruise that ended with the 
cast awash in vomit. Of course, whenever I watch an episode that’s how I end up. 

Scientists predict that chocolate may become extinct due to climate change. Well, 
there’s always carob said no one ever. 

These days a lot of people are hanging Christmas pickles on their trees. I took it a step 
farther, I replaced the candy canes with Slim Jims. 

During coverage of New Year’s Eve, Anderson Cooper wore an electrically heated vest. 
He said he could push a button and his pecks got really hot.  Anderson, I think you 
meant to say your pecks got even hotter. 
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